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Renewal of the Church
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Pope Francis has been, and continues to be, adamant about
renewal in the Catholic Church. Like his namesake, St Francis
of  Assisi,  the  Holy  Father  is  leading  a  movement  for
restoration of holiness, of Gospel simplicity, an outpouring
of love, mercy, compassion and simplicity. Realizing that the
world is afloat in a sea of materialsim, ensconced under a
veil of darkness, imprisoned behind a nearly impregnable wall
of  cunning  artifice,  realizing  that  generations  have
been psychologically and culturally conditioned against logic
(Logos) toward aversion for the good, true and beautiful,
realizing these things, the Vicar of Christ, moved by the Holy
Spirit, is fully aware that this generation cannot be reached
by sophisticated and lengthy appeals to reason – the “old
evangelization.”

Consequently, there is another Francis that Pope Francis could
just as well emphasize, the Counter Reformation Bishop, and
Dr. of the Church, St. Francis de Sales (1567-1622). The walls
of  Geneva,  the  capitol  of  Reform  Protestantism,  the
Protestantism  that  spread  to  the  United  Kingdom  and  to
America, these walls were thought to be impregnable, but the
saint persisted – not with reasoned arguments, denuciations
and calls for divine justice, but with love..

“Francis became bishop of Geneva, where his patience and
mildness  became  proverbial.  He  often  dared  to  walk  the
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streets of the city where Calvin had his headquarters 50
years earlier. In fact he dialogued with the reformed leader
and scholar Theodore Beza. Though …plagued by doubts, his
philosophy was “Love will shake the walls of Geneva; by love
we must invade it.”

In his own words,

“It is our fault if the name of the Lord is blasphemed among
the nations, and of this, God through his prophets bitterly
complains. Such are the waters of contradiction, which in my
opinion, renews the ardor of heretics. … I beg of you, fellow
combatants, to check the flow of this water; let each one of
us watch his own source and prevent it reaching the enemy;
let the flow of our sinful actions surge back to their
origin, and there evaporate in the heat of our Eternal Sun to
deprive our enemy, as well as our people, of the spectacle of
our scandals. … Breach the walls of Geneva with our ardent
prayers and storm the city with mutual charity. Our front
lines must wield the weapons of Love” (Oeuvres VII:100,107-
110).

Elsewhere in a similar vein he uttered the simple but profound
proverbial wisdom:

“More bees attracted by a (small) teaspoon of honey than by
an (entire) barrel of vinegar.”

Saint Francis One venture Francis de Sales joined Saint Jane
Frances de Chantal, to found the Visitation Sisters of Holy
Mary.

The Visitation Sisters sole aim was:

“…the life of charity exemplified in the Virgin Mary’s visit
to  her  cousin  Elizabeth.  This  new  order  was  uniquely
conceived. It was established not on the traditional vows of
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chastity, poverty and obedience, but always and everywhere on
charity: “We have no bond but the bond of love,” Francis
wrote in the first Book of Profession. And, rather than
focusing on stringent practices of mortification behind the
walls of the monastery, as was common in religious orders of
the time, these sisters would actually go out into the city,
to visit and care for the sick.”

Like Francis de Sales, St. Jane de Chantal and St. Paul, Pope
Francis keenly realizes that to be successful ambassadors of
Christ modern evangelists must often take one, two, three even
many steps backward with the view of winning souls to Christ,
they  must  encounter  the  world  with  the  “weapon  of  love”
becoming all things to all men and women to win them to
Christ.

“For whereas I was free as to all, I made myself the servant
of all, that I might gain the more. And I became to the Jews,
a Jew, that I might gain the Jews: To them that are under the
law, as if I were under the law, (whereas myself was not
under the law,) that I might gain them that were under the
law. To them that were without the law, as if I were without
the law, (whereas I was not without the law of God, but was
in the law of Christ,) that I might gain them that were
without the law. To the weak I became weak, that I might gain
the weak. I became all things to all men, that I might save
all. And I do all things for the gospel’s sake: that I may be
made partaker thereof” (1 Corinthians 9: 19-22).

In today’s context Paul might have stated to the gay oriented
I became as if gay oriented, to the liberal, as if liberal, to
the oppressed as if oppressed. I became all things to all men,
that I might save all. And I do all things for the gospel’s
sake: that I may be made partaker thereof”

This  is  not  condescension  but  love,  not  an  attitude  of
judgement, but one of mercy and compassion, the type of thing
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needed  for  successful  evangelization  in  a  very  difficult
situation,a situation unlike any ever seen before, a situation
where  the  intellect  has  been  progressively  dimmed  until
banished  and  replaced  by  systematic  conditioning  via  an
intrusive  and  unprecedented  communications  media  in
conjunction  with  psychological  manipulation  hinted  at  by
Vladimir  Lenin  when  he  told  Ivan  Pavlov,  the  Father  of
Classical Conditioning, that he had “saved the revolution.”
What Pavlov discovered about the conditioning of animals could
be applied to human beings and to entire societies in the name
of the “Revolution” – this is one of the primary reasons Lenin
was so interested in the “Rural Electrification Campaign” – to
bring mass media into the homes of Christian peasants.

Thus, according to Lenin:

“Communism is Soviet power plus the electrification of the
whole  country….Electrification  which  will  provide  a  link
between town and country, will put an end to the division
between town and country, will make it possible to raise the
level of culture in the countryside and to overcome, even in
the most remote corners of land, backwardness, ignorance,
poverty, disease, and barbarism” (Lenin “Collected Works”,
vol. 30, page 335).

If the human intellect could be reduced to mere memory and
imagination, sentient not rational powers of the human soul,
and if freedom and toleration could open the doors to what was
once forbidden until it became common place, if knowledge of
alpha and beta brain tempos, of sleep states, dream patterns
and hypnotic rhythms induced with light and sound waves, if
images and ideas could be subtly conveyed with motion pictures
paired with the proper light and sound patterns, associations
could placed in the recesses of the human mind, it could by
turned away from truth and toward error until light is seen as
darkness and darkness as light. If all this could be done, the
mind and emotions could be manipulated, reason dimmed and
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intellectual appeals made virtually meaningless in a culture
turned against man, something John Paul II identified as the
fundamental problem of the modern world:

“The evil of our times consists in the first place in a kind
of degradation, indeed in a pulverization, of the fundamental
uniqueness of each human person…. To this disintegration
planned at times by atheistic ideologies we must oppose,
rather than sterile polemics, a kind of “recapitulation” of
the inviolable mystery of the person.”

The attack on the inviolable mystery on he human person is an
attack on the Trinitarian mystery of man made in the image of
God. Man has a mind capable of acquiring wisdom by rational
acts on the intellect followed by a unique ability to love –
to know and to love.  Wisdom and love the mystery of the
Trintarian  dimensions  of  human  existence  rooted  in  the
rational soul is being decimated, “pulverized” not only by
false ideologies but a systematic attack on the human mind.
There has been nothing like this in the annals of recorded
history,  not  even  Rome  in  all  its  decadence  was  home  to
anything like this.

Understanding the unique cultural mileau in which the Church
must do its work of evangelization in the modern world helps
make  sense  of  the  pastoral  approach  conveyed  by  Vatican
Council  II.  It  helps  to  recall  how  the  Church  handled
evangelization in the dark days of the Roman Empire.  In those
days,  it  was  quiet  witness,  the  living  of  good  lives
characterized by moral and theological virtue, mercy, long-
suffering, obedience to lawful authority and patience with sin
which was enculturated and widely accepted as normal. For
evidence, of the Church’s modis operandi in this environment
it is a simple matter of turning to the Epistles and the Books
of Acts.

In  Acts  we  find  the  the  Apostles  gathered  in  Jerusalem
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discussing how best to deal with evangelization in the context
of pagan culture vis a vis the more advanced Judaic culture in
which  the  Apostles  had  been  raised.   Though  raised  in
 strictly religious environment, they had the percipience to
recognize what the were dealing with, and the prudence to
relax their rigor in order to win souls to Christ:

“So that the rest of humanity may seek out the Lord, even all
the Gentiles on whom my name is invoked.Thus says the Lord
who accomplishes these things, known from of old.’ It is my
judgment, therefore, that we ought to stop troubling the
Gentiles who turn to God, but tell them by letter to avoid
pollution  from  idols,  unlawful  marriage,  the  meat  of
strangled  animals,  and  blood  (Acts  15:  17-20).

Of all the 613 Mitzvah of the Traditional Jewish Law only four
were applied. Only four were applied because of the effete
nature  of  Roman  culture  at  this  time.   Saint  John  Bosco
understood the concept well:

“The perfect is often times enemy of the good.”

To much too soon, too heavy of a load on weak shoulders can
easily break them down and then they will loose heart, rebel
and perhaps walk away.  As Pope Francis states, in such a
situation small steps, what he refers to as “gradualism” must
be taken.  In a society infected with tolerance and excessive
false ideas about freedom it takes time to desensitize, time
to earn trust and to build a relationship on which truths of
the faith can be built one by one slowly. The idea is so far
diffused that it is found even in proverbial folk wisdom:

“It was the straw that broke the camel’s back.”

What some traditionalists are crying for, the rigor they want
to impose upon themselves to attain spiritual perfection is
one thing, a very good thing, but to impose it on others who
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are no where ready is another thing,  a very foolish and
dangerous thing. That is why Church discipline has become
“minimalist” in the modern context.  It is not minimalist for
everyone, anyone can walk the road of perfection and embrace
the evangelical councils of poverty, chastity and obedience.
 These are NOT COMMANDS or MITZVAHS, necessary for everyone,
like the precepts or MITZVAHS imposed upon the pagan converts
to Christianity, poverty, chastity and obedience are COUNCILS,
which  means  they  are  voluntary.  We  are  not  living  in  a
Christian culture; we are living in a pagan culture acerbated
by advanced technology that is being used, willy nilly, to
condition people – it is a very difficult state, one that
requires patience and mercy.  Too much rigor will break the
camel’s back; we must learn to be satisfied with the good
before we can expect the perfect – gradualism!

Again, this idea surfaces in the Rule of Saint Augustine, it
surfaces among men who had decided to seek perfection – even
there the idea is still valid:  some are not ready to embrace
the rigors of the human ascent to Golgatha. In Augustine’s
memoirs we find an account of some monks complaining that
others were eating and sleeping too much, lax at work, etc.
 The august saint handled this challenge by counseling these
brothers  to  thank  God  for  their  strength  and  ability  to
embrace a more prayerful and rigorous lifestyle; he counseled
them  to  be  merciful  toward  the  others  who  were  still
weak,to pray for them and encourage them along the way rather
than condemn and scorn them – a very timely lesson indeed!
This is a lesson brought to Fatima by the Mother of God who
conveyed Her desire for reparation prayer and sacrifice, that
is prayer and sacrifice made out of love for others who are
too weak or lost to do it for themselves. Denying oneself out
of  love  for  others  is  antithetical  to  condemnation  and
justice.

No, reparation is born out of love and mercy, which is the
very  message  Pope  Francis  is  trying  to  get  through  our



hardened hearts and obdurate cerebra.

Pope Francis knows very well what a sin is. In a flight press
conference  from  Azerbaijan  to  Rome  he  stated  response  to
questions about Amoris Laetitia he stated:

“Sin is sin.”

fgfg

“Tendencies or hormonal imbalances create many problems and
we have to take care not to say: “It doesn’t make any
difference, let’s live it up” No, not at all.”

gh

“But for every case welcome it, accompany it, look into it,
discern  and  integrate  it.  This  is  what  Jesus  would  do
today.”g

In other words, sin must be encountered with discernment, of
how best to handle the situation each unique context.

The Pope Continues:

“Please, do NOT say: “The Pope blesses transsexuals!” Please!
Because I can already see the newspaper headlines… No, no.
Are there any doubts about what I said? I WANT TO BE CLEAR.
IT IS A MORAL PROBLEM. It is a problem.”

What  Pope  Francis  wants  is  not  the  excusing  of  sin  but
encounter  with  sinners,  openness,  dialogue,  in  short  a
merciful  relationship  that  opens  a  person  to  receive
“prevenient grace” that step by step leads to healing and
eventually,  if  possible,  to  the  sacraments.  A  too  quick
judgment, a simple yes or no is not relational and will not do
much for healing. Pastors have to go out of their way to
encounter their sheep, esp the wayward ones:
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“If a man have an hundred sheep, and one of them should go
astray: doth he not leave the ninety-nine in the mountains,
and go to seek that which is gone astray? And if it so be
that he find it: Amen I say to you, he rejoiceth more for
that, than for the ninety-nine that went not astray” (Matt
18:12).

Pope Francis, like Francis de Sales, John Bosco and St. Paul
understood the context in which they were preaching the good
news, understood the people they were shepherding because they
took time to know them rather than simply condemning them.  In
a cultural context in which a propaganda campaign has become
institutionalized, it is clear, people acculturated to this
reality cannot be encountered by mere intellect alone – more
is needed. Much more is needed in the 21st century than the
16th.  In the 21st the propaganda campaign is in the very air
that has become a global pestilence daily disseminated by the
global  media,  the   near-monopoly  of  public  schools  and
universities where the infection has become so great as to
constitute  an  unprecedented  cultural,  moral  and  spiritual
epidemic.  Professors who preach tolerance, acceptance, and
anti-bigotry are excused by unthinking students who are unable
to see past the hypocrisy coming forth from the mouth and
manifest in the actions of a new generation of sociology and
liberal  arts  professors  who  teach  tolerance  but  do  not
practice it. They are like the Pharisees excoriated by Jesus

“All  things  therefore  whatsoever  they  shall  say  to  you,
observe and do: but according to their works do ye not; for
they say, and do not….Woe to you scribes and Pharisees,
hypocrites; because you go round about the sea and the land
to make one proselyte; and when he is made, you make him the
child  of  hell  twofold  more  than  yourselves….Woe  to  you
scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites; because you are like to
whited sepulchres, which outwardly appear to men beautiful,
but  within  are  full  of  dead  men’s  bones,  and  of  all
filthiness. So you also outwardly indeed appear to men just;
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but inwardly you are full of hypocrisy and iniquity.” (Matt
23:3-28).

dd

“I am a Professor: “Fuck YOU”  “Fuck that shit”  “You should kick the ass of
 Neonazis.”

End of Part Two – Go to Part Three (available 2/8/2017)

 

Traditionalists  for  Vetting
the  Vatican  Getting  Their
Wish – They are Being Vetted
New Era World News

HIDDEN IN THE AFTERMATH OF A TUMULTUOUS  THEOLOGICAL TREMOR, a
tremor intended to shake the pontificate of the Pope Francis,
hidden in this aftermath can be found unsubstantiated volatile
rumblings such as the following that give an indication what
it is all about:

“On April 8th, Amoris Laetitia was published; a document
wherein it would appear that the pope had declared that
fornication and adultery are not necessarily mortal sins, and
what’s more, Almighty God Himself occasionally asks us to
persist in committing them!  The point apparently being, to
open the door to Holy Communion for the civilly divorced and
remarried, cohabitators, and perhaps even those who persist
in homo-deviant acts.”
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Apparently, there are more than a few who have fallen into the
cracks  caused  by  this  global  convulsion.  Either  they  are
sincere  members  of  the  Body  of  Christ  being  confused  by
sincere but liberal bishops and equally sincere traditionalist
cardinals or there is, as Pope Francis himself has noted, a
cabal at work in the Church, a cabal that he is in the process
of sweeping away. A cabal that Francis has identified as the
“most serious problem he faces:

“The problem is not having this [homosexual] orientation. No,
we must be brothers and sisters. The problem is lobbying for
this orientation, or lobbies of greed, political lobbies,
Masonic lobbies, so many lobbies. This is the most serious
problem for me” (CNS News).

This  problem  has  grown  so  acute  that  it  has  apparently
penetrated the hallowed ramparts of Malta leading Pope Francis
to order a purge of Freemasons from the Knights of Malta.

For a long time, many on the right have been pleading for the
popes to clean house; now that the cleaning has commenced many
of the supplicants ravenous for a papal crackdown, are finding
themselves on the bristles tips.

In the Holy Father’s own words:

“There are also cases of malicious resistance, which spring
up in misguided minds and come to the fore when the devil
inspires ill intentions (often cloaked in sheep’s clothing).”

 

“This last kind of resistance hides behind words of self-
justification  and  often  accusation,”  he  said.  “It  takes
refuge  in  traditions,  appearances,  formalities,  in  the
familiar, or else in a desire to make everything personal,
failing to distinguish between the act, the actor and the
action
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By  using  words  such  as  traditions,  appearances  and
formalities, it is quite clear whom the pope is referring to.
 His words are similar to those of Cardinal Ratzinger when he
headed  the  sacred  Congregation  for  the  Doctrine  of  Faith
(CDF):

“It is necessary to be strong in faith and to resist error
even when it masquerades as piety.”

The culprit is then brought into stark relief when the sacred
scriptures point their light on the theme or error, piety,
tradition etc:

“And what I do I will continue to do, in order to end this
pretext of those who seek a pretext for being regarded as we
are in the mission of which they boast. For such people are
false apostles, deceitful workers, who masquerade as apostles
of Christ. And no wonder, for even Satan masquerades as an
angel of light. So it is not strange that his ministers also
masquerade as ministers of righteousness” (2 Corinthians 11:
12-15).

Strangely, this could apply to “ministers” on the left and the
right  who  have  entered  into  an  highly  unusual  alliance.
Usually the two, left and right, are at each others throats,
now  in  a  strange  set  of  circumstances  they  are  either
consciously or unconsciously working together to unseat the
pope  before  he  unseats  them.  Churchmen  of  the  right  are
claiming that Amoris Laettia is unclear while those on the
left are confirming their allegations by implementing specious
diocesan  guidelines  that  permit  liturgical  and  sacramental
abuses in the name of Amoris Laetita.

These obfuscating claims and divisive schema have prompted
Cardinal Mueller to suggest that it is the bishops, not the
pope,  that  are  causing  the  confusion.   Recently,  to  the
chagrin  of  both  the  right  and  the  left,  Cardinal  Mueller
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defended the doctrinal integrity of Amoris Laetitia. Those on
the left (those who think the Magesterium has somehow opened
the door for Holy Communion to unrepentant adulterers based on
a private judgement of their own unformed conscience) are
obviously in error – Cardinal Mueller has begun the process of
addressing their error. But it is the Churchmen on the right
who are unexpectedly sensing the heat. Following closely on
the heels of this doctrinal pronouncement, intended to bring
clarity, the Prefect for the CDF took measured aim  at the
Society of St. Pius X  (SSPX). Mueller is in the process of
revealing that it is not just liberals on the left that are
causing confusion – those on the right are equally culpable.
 To do so he is using the issue of religious freedom.

According to Cardinal Mueller:

“Religious freedom as a fundamental human right and freedom
to protect religion regarding the supernatural revelation in
Jesus  Christ  are  recognized  by  every  Catholic  without
reservation.”

In response to this verity, some of the “faithful” composing
the radical and schismatic far-right are acting like liberal
protesters who have taken to the streets to vilify President
Trump.   Like  them,  they  are  engaged  in  a  smear  campaign
involving false reporting, blatant disrespect, and sacrilege.
Expletives such as the following are rolling off of their
tongues:

“Müller not only made it clear that he is in no way to be
taken seriously, he revealed his Catholic IQ; placing himself
squarely in the category of functional idiot.

Is this how one should speak to the Prefect for the Sacred
Congregation of Faith, the highest doctrinal authority in the
Catholic Church? If not, this is a manifest instance of pride
revealing  what  is  hidden  in  the  hearts  of  those  who  are
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impelled to speak this way:

“Do you not understand, that whatsoever entereth into the
mouth, goeth into the belly, and is cast out into the privy?
But the things which proceed out of the mouth, come forth
from the heart, and those things defile a man. For from the
heart  come  forth  evil  thoughts,  murders,  adulteries,
fornications, thefts, false testimonies, blasphemies. These
are the things that defile a man” (Matt 15: 17-20).

A wise and well developed man does not revile his enemies – he
opposes, but also respects. If the opposition happens to be
with superiors, he prays for his superiors knowing that they
will receive a stricter judgement and is careful not to offend
in  word  esp.  with  words  delivered  to  ears  that  have  no
business in the matter; that is, those who are not in a
position to ameliorate:

“Be  ye  not  many  masters,  my  brethren,  knowing  that  you
receive the greater judgment. For in many things we all
offend. If any man offend not in word, the same is a perfect
man. He is able also with a bridle to lead about the whole
body….Even so the tongue is indeed a little member, and
boasteth great things. Behold how small a fire kindleth a
great wood. And the tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity.

So how do we know that wisdom or words presented as wisdom are
from the Holy Spirit, are from above? First, those who speak
them are not in the business of daily reviling their superiors
to an audience incapable of doing anything about it.  Such men
and women engage in controversies and apparent controversies
like the Virgin Mary and like the just man, Joseph: Quietly
and Privately; when they do so Loudly and Publicly, we begin
to  grow  suspicious  of  their  motives.   When  sarcasm  and
belittling are added to the mix, our initial suspicions are
emboldened because love is not sarcastic.  The Spirit of God
is revealed in “good conversation”, “meekness of wisdom”, it
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avoid “contentions”, it is “chaste” and “peaceable” and “full
of mercy.”

“Who is a wise man, and endued with knowledge among you? Let
him shew, by a good conversation, his work in the meekness of
wisdom. But if you have bitter zeal, and there be contentions
in your hearts; glory not, and be not liars against the
truth. For this is not wisdom, descending from above: but
earthly, sensual, devilish. For where envying and contention
is,  there  is  inconstancy,  and  every  evil  work.  But  the
wisdom, that is from above, first indeed is chaste, then
peaceable, modest, easy to be persuaded, consenting to the
good, FULL OF MERCY and good fruits (patience, kindness long
suffering etc), without judging, without dissimulation. And
the fruit of justice is sown in peace, to them that make
peace.

Some members of extreme right groups such as the the Society
of St. Pius X (SSPX) wonder why they are having difficulties
with the Vatican. When they speak in the following manner, as
some of them do, it should not be too hard to figure out.
 According to some members of SSPX, both Pope Francis and
Cardinal  Mueller  are  “functional  idiots”  whose  ideas  are
“laughable” because they are “clowns” and “fools”.

“Which  brings  me  to  Müller’s  laughable  suggestion  that
recognition  of  the  Second  Vatican  Council  is  “not  an
unreasonably high hurdle” to overcome with respect to the
regularization of the SSPX. Presumably, by “recognition” he
means to say that the Council represents “an integral part of
the tradition of the Church;” the prerequisite established by
Benedict the Abdicator.”

 

“Remember, this Müller is the same German clown that just a
few moments earlier said that it’s not acceptable to take one
“key statement” of faith and reject others – as if the text
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of Vatican II doesn’t do exactly that on any number of
points; most notably as it concerns the very matters he chose
to highlight, religious freedom and ecumenism.”

By bringing up the issue of religious freedom, which he wants
members of the SSPX to “unreservedly recognize” as a “human
right”, and “an obligation to ecumenism”, Cardinal Mueller has
placed them in an imbroglio.  In an attempt to demonstrate
their intellectual superiority, some radical members of the
SSPX begin to sound like emotionally distraught liberals who
believe their ideas to be so extremely sacrosanct that they
can impose them on everyone; those who disagree with them in
the hierarchy are accused of vile intent, a disorientation
that must be combated:

“Rome has long been Satan’s playground, and only a fool ever
imagined that Cardinal Müller may have somehow been spared
the  diabolical  disorientation  that  has  infected  the
overwhelming majority of those in the sacred hierarchy.”

As  Jesus  warned,  a  man’s  worst  enemies  are  from  his  own
household (Matt 10:36). These are enemies detected by their
sarcasm, contentiousness, reviling and sacrilegious audacity;
like the Pharisees before them, who accused Jesus Christ of
being possessed by demons, they are not afraid to fulfill
scripture by saying the same about His apostolic successors:

“Do not we (Pharisees) say well that thou (Jesus) art a
Samaritan, and hast a devil” (John 8:48)?

Addressing the issue further Jesus hinted that others would
follow in the Pharisee footsteps and renounce the leaders of
His Church the same way:

“It is enough for the disciple that he become like his
teacher, for the slave that he become like his master. If
they have called the master of the house Beelzebul,  how much
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more those of his household! (Matt 10:25).”

Like  their  forefathers  they  will  bring  division  into  the
Kingdom of God, which will be their undoing.

“This man drives out demons only by the power of Beelzebul,
the prince of demons.” But he knew what they were thinking
and said to them, “Every kingdom divided against itself will
be laid waste, and no town or house divided against itself
will stand” (Matt 12:24-25).

Since the Gates of Hell cannot prevail against the Church,
apparently, it is time to drive this divisive force out of the
Kingdom of God- something these brash opponents fear more than
anything else. Like nation’s around the world who have begun
to see the pernicious errors of liberalism and have begun to
set it aside – some like Poland have gone as far as declare
Jesus Christ to be their King – Francis too has begun the long
overdo and arduous chore of papal house cleaning.

On the issue of religious freedom, one adamant accuser who
believes he is superior to the Prefect of the CDF speaks with
sarcasm containing all the marks indicated above.  Addressing
Cardinal  Mueller’s  declaration  of  religious  freedom  as
detailed in Dignitatis Humane he states:

“I say, there is no human right to freedom of religion when
that religion is false.”

It is questionable of this critic of Vatican II ever read the
document and if he did that he properly understood it. He is
already engaging a straw man.

“So Mr Muller, do you believe these religions are as equally
true as the Catholic faith founded by God in the flesh of
Jesus Christ? If so,then you must at least tacitly support
the above named practices no?”
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“It seems to me, (and I do not have a degree in philosophy or
theology, thank God,) that Catholicism and all the other
mentioned  “religions”  cannot  both  be  true.  And,  if  you
believe Catholicism is true, how can you then lend support
the above named practices? especially when I really do not
see  Jesus  as  approving  the  above  practices  anywhere  in
Scripture.”

dg

“I am seeing a conflict here buddy, because you say you are
Catholic, but you seem to support the right of anybody to do
anything in the name of “freedom of religion”

An  outlandish  presumption  based  on  obnoxious  ignorance,
followed by disrespect, calling the Cardinal “buddy” and a
silly deduction based on his own straw man argument.  The fact
is, he does not know what the cardinal thinks; if he does
know, his sin is compounded because the cardinal does not
believe anything remotely close to his distorted suppositions
and conclusions.

Projecting his guilt and hiding behind a shield of feigned
piety  and  sarcasm  he  then  accuses  cardinal  Mueller  of
“Satanism”  –  enough  is  enough.

“Actually,  your  belief  in  “freedom  of  religion”  sounds
exactly like Satanism to me… do whatever you want whenever
you want with no restrictions…but again I’m just an ignorant
lay Catholic person…not a prince of the Catholic Church.”

Speaking of his reform of the Vatican Curia, Francis told the
curates that his reforms, reforms he has just begun, would
require  more  than  surface  ironing  out;  no  he  intends  his
reforms to be so deeply penetrating that they will remove
ingrained stains, those that are most difficult to get out:



“Dear brothers, it’s not the wrinkles in the church that you
should fear, but the stains!”

In his annual address to the Vatican Curia, he implied some
of those engaged in “malicious resistance” to the reform are
inspired by the devil. Resistance, he said is sometimes “open”
and sometimes “hidden”, both of which can be constructive if
conducted with proper intentions. However, he warned that

“There are also cases of malicious resistance, which spring
up in misguided minds and come to the fore when the devil
inspires ill intentions (often cloaked in sheep’s clothing).”

kk

“This last kind of resistance hides behind words of self-
justification  and  often  accusation….It  takes  refuge  in
traditions, appearances, formalities, in the familiar, or
else in a desire to make everything personal, failing to
distinguish between the act, the actor and the action.”

Pope Francis means business and they know it. St. Peter ora
pro nobis.

Continue to Part Two
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